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Using scanning tunneling spectroscopy (microscopy) (STS, STM) in combination with angle-

resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES), we report on the coexistence of the topological sur-

face state with a long range periodic modulation of the electronic structure on the surface of Bi2Se3

at room temperature. The electronic modulation manifests itself as a two-dimensional commensu-

rate superlattice characterized by stripes running parallel to the surface lattice vectors when the

near-surface region of samples are doped with trace amounts of iron or cesium. In both cases, the

electronic signature is observed in STM only at energies within the valence band more than

130 meV blow the Dirac point energy (ED). ARPES experiments show the presence of intact Dirac

cone, indicating that the electronic stripes do not influence the Dirac surface states. We suggest that

the stripe states are the bulk properties of Bi2Se3 induced by trace amounts of cesium and iron

impurities residing in bismuth and selenium substitutional sites and/or in the van-der-Waals gap.
VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4942220]

I. INTRODUCTION

Ordered electronic modulations imposed on the periodic

potential landscape of surfaces are of great importance in sev-

eral systems. For example, stripe- or checkerboard-like charge

ordering have been one of the main challenges in understand-

ing high temperature superconductivity in cuprates,1,2 or simi-

larly in doped graphene sheets, quasi one-dimensional

electronic modulations might be related to the emergence of

superconductivity.3 In some layered materials like transition

metal chalcogenides, ordered electronic states give rise to

nonlinear transport properties.4–6 Thus, it is crucial to disen-

tangle the rich variety of electronic states of matter that may

coexist and to figure out whether the coexisting phases are in-

dependent or interacting with one another. In this context,

STM as a real-space local probe is a powerful technique to

discern between multiple interacting periodicities.1,7–11

While for several low-dimensional materials, electronic

superlattices have been extensively studied, for bismuth

chalcogenides, there are just a few studies in this direction

due to lack of experimental observations.12–16 The layered

compound Bi2Se3 and its cousin Bi2Te3 belong to the family

of three dimensional topological insulators (3D TIs), an un-

usual type of matter as they are insulators in the bulk but

metals at the surface.17–20 The fundamental property of TIs

is that the topological surface state (TSS) is robust against

perturbations such as structural defects, vacancies, disloca-

tions, and adsorbed impurity species as long as time reversal

symmetry (TRS) is preserved.

Owing to its large band gap of 0.3 eV, Bi2Se3 is viewed as

an archetype material, and a great wealth of attempts have been

made to manipulate its structural and electronic properties.21–27

For instance, the near-surface structure of a single crystal or an

ultrathin film of Bi2Se3 has been precisely examined using

surface x-ray analysis26 or a possibility of tuning its surface

band structure related to surface structural modification through

doping the near surface region has been illustrated.27 It has

been shown that the surface of Bi2Se3 is not chemically inert,

which may have interesting applications.28–30 To this end, by

exposing the surface of Bi2Se3 to atomic hydrogen, a long-

range ordered bismuth-bilayer-terminated Bi2Se3(1000) is syn-

thesized,28 or by Fe deposition followed by annealing, epitaxial

FeSe nanocrystals on Bi2Se3 are prepared.29

In this work, we provide evidence that trace amounts of

two different doping species (iron and cesium) located in the

near (0001) surface region of the topological insulator Bi2Se3

leads to the formation of new long range ordered periodic

electronic states, which are observed as stripe-like patterns in

STM images. STM topographic images and conductance

maps reveal a periodic surface potential landscape commen-

surate with the two dimensional surface of the host lattice,

which only exists at energies below U¼ED–130 meV, where

ED is the Dirac energy. Simultaneously, ARPES experiments

clearly show the presence of the TSS, indicating the coexis-

tence of the TSS and the stripe electronic ordering. We pro-

pound that the electronic stripes do not influence the surface

states and are related to the bulk properties of Bi2Se3. Our

results might provide new strategies for engineering the elec-

tronic and thermoelectric properties of topological insulators

in general.

II. METHODS

The experiments were carried out in an ultra-high-vac-

uum chamber (base pressure of 1� 10�10 mbar) equipped

with an Auger electron spectrometer, low energy electron dif-

fraction (LEED), and an Omicron variable temperature STM.

Bi2Se3 single crystals (with a rhombohedral crystal structure

and space group R–3 m) were cleaned by Arþ sputtering at

0.5–2 keV followed by annealing at 400–500 �C. Surfacea)Electronic mail: roozbeh.shokri80@gmail.com
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cleanliness and long range order was verified by STM, Auger

electron spectroscopy (AES), and LEED. Surface preparation

leads to atomically flat terraces with lateral extensions of sev-

eral hundred nanometers.26,27 The sample preparation was

carried out in three steps. In the first step, about 50% of a

monolayer (ML) of iron or cesium were deposited on the pris-

tine surface kept at room temperature (RT), keeping the pres-

sure in the range of 10�10 mbar during deposition.31 Here, and

in the following, we refer to 1 ML as being equivalent to

6.74� 1014 atoms/cm2, i.e., one adatom per substrate atoms.

AES spectra clearly indicated the presence of iron (LMM)

and cesium (MNN) Auger transitions, respectively.31 In the

second step, the as-deposited samples were annealed at

170 �C for several minutes leading to an in-diffusion of the

adsorbents into the bulk.31 Previous studies30,32 have shown

the high tendency of iron to diffuse into the Bi2Se3 bulk at ele-

vated temperatures, thereby substituting bismuth atoms. Also,

cesium atoms—when deposited at RT—strongly interact with

the Bi2Se3(0001) surface by initially replacing top layer sele-

nium atoms,33 similar to what is observed for dosing the sur-

face with atomic hydrogen.28 In the third step, the samples

were treated by prolonged Arþ sputtering in the range

between 20 min and 5 h followed by another annealing step at

400–500 �C. This procedure removes about 4 to 50 quintuple

layers (QL), leading to an apparently clean and flat surface as

examined by AES,31 STM, and LEED, the latter reflecting the

p3m1 plane group symmetry as the pristine sample.

Throughout the entire paper, the annealing temperatures for

the demonstrated results are 170 �C in the second step and

450 �C in the third step, otherwise it is mentioned. Following

this three step preparation procedure, STM experiments were

carried out at RT. In this investigation, we focus on STM

imaging carried out at RT, while the STS spectra were col-

lected at 25 K (Vmod¼ 8 mV, fmod¼ 4 kHz).

Momentum resolved photoemission experiments were car-

ried out using a momentum microscope.34 The doped Bi2Se3

samples were illuminated by p-polarized 6 eV photons radiation

from the 4th harmonic of a Ti:Sapphire laser (pulse-length 300

fs with a repetition rate of 80 MHz), under an angle of inci-

dence of 22� with respect to the sample surface, along the

M-C-M direction (along the horizontal kx axis in Figures 3(A)

and 3(B)). Photoelectrons emitted into the complete solid angle

above the sample surface (emission angles of 690� are

detected) were collected by the objective lens of a photoelec-

tron emission microscope. Without the need of mechanical

sample movement like in conventional ARPES measurements,

the image of the photoemission intensities as a function of the

lateral crystal momentum (kx, ky) is obtained in the focal plane

of the objective lens. Series of constant energy momentum

images in steps of 10 meV, energy filtered using an aberration

compensated electrostatic analyzer, were recorded by a CCD

camera from a fluorescent screen image detector. The experi-

mental data, consisting of about 70 of these (kx, ky) momentum

distribution images along the binding energy axis, allows us to

select the band dispersion E(kjj) along arbitrary directions in the

surface Brillouin zone (SBZ). This is displayed for the �K � �C
and �C � �M directions. We note that, by the momentum micro-

scope measurement principle, it is straight forward to choose

E(kjj) such that the section runs precisely through the Dirac

point at the SBZ center, avoiding the ambiguity of conventional

ARPES measurements where a gap-opening might be wrongly

observed due to sample misalignment. Here, we do not observe

a gap for either the Fe-doped or the Cs-doped samples.

III. RESULTS

A. Quasi-1D electronic modulation characterized
by STM and STS

Topographic STM images in Figures 1(A)–1(F) illustrate

for the iron and cesium doped samples the observed stripe pat-

terns and their bias voltage dependence. The strong energy de-

pendence of the patterns clearly indicates their electronic

origin. If the bias voltage is chosen corresponding to tunneling

out of occupied states within the bulk band gap, in both cases

the hexagonal arrangement of bright dots is observed, which

is attributed to surface selenium atoms (A and D). In addition,

several triangular defects are visible which are commonly

attributed to defects such as subsurface bismuth vacancies,

anti-site defects, and selenium defects (see A and D).

Dirac points were determined through STS (see Figure 2).

If the bias voltage (U) is increased to probe states below the Dp

(below U¼ED–130 meV and U¼ED–200 meV for iron and

cesium, respectively), a dramatic change in the topographic

images is observed (see Figures 1(B) and 1(E)). Schematic of

the band structure is outlined in Figure 1(G). In both cases, per-

iodic stripe patterns appear, which are commensurate with the

Bi2Se3 two dimensional surface lattice (will be discussed later

in the text). Figure 1(H) demonstrates the LEED pattern of the

iron-doped (or similarly for Cs-doped) sample. The LEED pat-

tern corresponds to Bi2Se3, excluding any possible surface

reconstruction or adatom ordering. Here, we note that the stripe

structures cover almost 100% and approximately 70% of the

surface area in the case of the iron and cesium doped sample,

respectively.

B. ARPES experiments and the electronic band
structure

ARPES experiments were performed to investigate the

electronic structures of Fe and Cs-doped Bi2Se3. Figure 3

illustrates the electronic band structure of Fe and Cs-doped

Bi2Se3 after 30 min sputtering followed by annealing. The

band structure was found to remain unchanged within the

temperature range from 120 K to RT. The ARPES clearly

confirms that the time reversal symmetry protection of TSS

is not lifted and the Dirac point remains intact. Both spectra

confirm the presence of the TSS with an intact Dp located at

ca. 280 meV (Fe) and 330 meV (Cs) below the Fermi-level.

Prolonged Arþ sputtering results in a shift of the Dirac

Energy towards the Fermi-level, but does not retain exactly

the same value as the pristine surface. The position of the Dp

below U¼EF corresponds to n-doping of the sample, which

is attributed to the presence of selenium defects.

Interestingly, the energy position of the Dp in the case of the

cesium doped sample located about 50 meV below that of

the iron doped sample. This is tentatively attributed to an

increased density of selenium defects, most likely induced

by cesium atoms, which tend to substitute selenium atoms
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when deposited in low amounts on the Bi2Se3(0001) surface.

The defects observed in Figure 1(A) were found in pristine,

Fe- and Cs-doped Bi2Se3(0001) surface, and their contrast in

the STM images can be changed by tuning the tunneling cur-

rent and/or bias voltage. We did not observe any of the Fe

defects reported previously,37 indicating that the surface is

atomically clean. In contrast, the defects discerned in Figure

1(D) are exclusive to Cs-doped samples implying that they

are created by Cs atoms. The density of the defects shown in

Figure 1(D) was calculated to be ca. 4� 10�4 Å�2 almost

twice the defects observed in Figure 1(A). The stronger

downward shift of the Dirac point for Cs-doped sample can

be understood by taking into account the higher density of

Cs defects and regarding that Cs has one electron in the outer

shell (electron donor). The similar trend has been previously

reported for Cs-doped Bi2Se3(0001).23

C. Differential conductance map on the stripes

To get a deeper insight into the electronic structure of the

surface, the spatial variations of the local density of states

(LDOS) was measured. Figure 4(B) exhibits the typical conduct-

ance map of the Fe-doped sample. Periodic order of low and

high stripe-like LDOS implies that a periodic potential land-

scape on the (0001) plane (attributed to the bulk states) coexists

with TSS. The stripe periods do not change with bias, thus ruling

out the dispersing effects such as standing waves and Friedel

oscillations. The stripe states recognized in the conductance map

down to almost 1.5 eV below the Dirac point. At such low ener-

gies, the band structure of Bi2Se3 consists of bulk continuum

states and does not have a well-defined surface state.38 For Cs-

doped samples, since the stripes could be imaged just at low tun-

neling currents (lower than 50 pA), due to low signal to noise ra-

tio, no conductance maps could be obtained.

D. Detailed analysis of the electronic superstructure

We now focus on the electronic superstructure. The

stripes are about 2 nm in width and have a complicated inter-

nal structure. While for the iron doped samples, the stripes

are characterized by a zig-zag arrangement of bright wires,

for the cesium doped samples, they are characterized by a

FIG. 1. Bias voltage dependence of the

stripe states. STM images are shown

for Fe-doped in (A)–(C) and for Cs-

doped in (D)–(F) after 5 h sputtering

followed by annealing. (G) Schematic

representation of the stripes’ energy

dependence. The arrows in (A)–(C)

indicate the identical surface defects.

One of the defects is highlighted by the

blue triangle in (A) and (C). (H) is a

typical LEED pattern of samples con-

taining the stripe phase reflecting the

p3m1 plane group symmetry as the

pristine sample. I¼ 1000 pA for

(A)–(C) and (D), I¼ 50 pA for (E) and

(F). The color scale bar is 0–1.4 Å for

(A)–(C) and 0–2.5 Å for (D)–(F).
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quasi-hexagonal dot-like internal structure with a higher

apparent corrugation of the whole pattern as compared to the

iron doped samples. Direct comparison of the images which

were taken at the same positions of the sample shows that

the stripes are aligned parallel to the hexagonal lattice vec-

tors of the Bi2Se3 substrate. Stripes attributed to CDWs with

a comparable periodicity have been previously observed by

transmission electron microscopy in the bulk of the bulk-

doped Bi2Se3
12–14 nanowires.

A more detailed analysis of the stripe patterns is out-

lined in Figure 4, where STM constant current images (A, E)

and their Fourier Transforms (FT) (C, F) are discussed. The

stripe patterns related to iron and cesium doped samples are

of different shape and periodicity. Figures 4(C) and 4(F)

show the FTs of large STM topographic images (not shown).

The origin of the reciprocal lattice is labeled by (0, 0) and

the yellow arrow, while the yellow dashed circles represent

the spots related to the Bi2Se3(0001) substrate surface. The

densely spaced blue spots in Figures 4(C) and 4(F) are

related to the stripe patterns, which allow the detailed analy-

sis of the electronic stripe superstructure metric. For the iron

doped sample, we find that the matrix (M) relating the real

space unit cells of the stripe superlattice to the Bi2Se3 surface

unit cell is given by: MFe¼ (a11¼ 3; a12¼ 0; a21¼ 0;

a22¼ 12). The corresponding unit cell parameters are

a0¼ 12.42 Å, b0¼ 49.68 Å, and c¼ 60�. For the cesium

doped sample, we obtained MCs¼ (a11¼ 1; a12¼ 0; a21¼ 0;

and a22¼ 7) with a0¼ 4.14 Å, b0¼ 28,98 Å, and c¼ 60�. In

Figures 4(A) and 4(E), the corresponding cells are repre-

sented as white parallelograms. Finally, Figures 4(C) and

4(F) show profiles along the reciprocal direction of the stripe

lattices, indicating peaks at positions corresponding to the

twelve- and sevenfold periodicity of the patterns with respect

to the Bi2Se3 lattice (see Figures 4(D) and 4(G)).

E. Stripes and sample preparation

In the Method section, we explained that the sample

preparation was carried out in three steps, i.e., first, deposit-

ing Fe or Cs on the surface; second, annealing the sample at

170 �C; and third, sputtering the surface followed by anneal-

ing at 450 �C. Here, we have focused on the measurements

performed after the third step, where the electronic super-

structure spans hundreds of nanometers. Indeed, the third

step of the sample preparation is of central importance for

preparing an atomically clean surface with a simple stoichio-

metric Bi2Se3 surface structure as reflected in the STM and

LEED data in Figures 1(A), 1(D), and 1(H), as well as AES

spectra demonstrated in the supplementary material.31 Thus,

we avoided directing the experiments towards studying a

complicated surface structure obtained after the second step

of sample preparation.31,32 Upon annealing in the second

step, because of the in-diffusion of the adsorbents, many new

defects are created, and accordingly, the surface is very

rough and covered partially with adatoms or islands of

atoms.31,32 However, we point out that the electronic super-

structure was already observed after the second step.

Therefore, the role of sputtering in the third step should not

be considered as a related factor to emergence of the stripe

phase. We argue that several hours of sputtering (the test

experiments were performed up to 10 h at 1 KeV) did not

lead to vanishing the stripe phase, indicating that the embed-

ded impurities in the near-surface region cannot be com-

pletely removed by sputtering. However, we found that by

mechanical cleavage of Bi2Se3 in vacuum using an adhesive

tape, the stripe phase finally disappeared. We were able to

identify the electronic superstructure for 3 out of 3 samples

for Cs-doped and for 2 out of 3 samples for Fe-doped.

IV. DISCUSSION

Finally, we comment on the possible origin of the elec-

tronic modulation. The stripe phase cannot be attributed to

CDWs originated from the backscattering between the TSS.

We note that the energy range in which the stripe phase was

revealed (far from ED) is consistent with the fundamental

property of topological insulators, i.e., the backscattering

between spin-polarized k and �k states on the opposite sides

of the Fermi contour is forbidden; thus, the pairing required

for CDW transition is prohibited for the TSS. ARPES meas-

urements (Figures 3(A) and 3(B)) reveal just a small Dirac

cone deformation (hexagonal warping), which may not pro-

vide resilience to backscattering for the formation of

CDWs.39,40 Moreover, the analysis of FTs in Figure 4 (see

Figures 4(C) and 4(F)) gives rise to qstripe–Fe¼ 0.13 Å�1 and

qstripe–Cs¼ 0.2 Å�1, which unambiguously demonstrate that

the values of q cannot be ascribed to the scattering between

the surface states near to the Dirac node, where the maximal

radius of the Dirac cone is less than 0.1 Å�1. Therefore, the

electronic band structure shown in Figure 3 cannot support

the Fermi surface (FS) nesting and the formation of CDWs

related to TSS. In addition, for the sputtered samples, we do

not observe the formation of 2DEG or Rashba-split states,

which can be prone to CDW instabilities.41,42

FIG. 2. Averaged dI/dV spectra of the bare Bi2Se3, Fe, and Cs-doped sam-

ples, measured on the normal Bi2Se3 phase far from the surface defects or

impurities, after 5 h sputtering followed by annealing. The minima of the

differential conductance (attributed to the Dirac points35,36) curves was

found to be at �225 meV for bare, at �235 meV for Fe-doped, and at

�260 meV for Cs-doped surfaces. For doped samples for shorter sputtering

time the Dirac point shifts more downward. The set points of STS are

200 pA and 100 meV for Bi2Se3, 350 pA and 150 meV for Fe-doped, and

200 pA and 130 meV for Cs-doped.
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The similar stripe phase attributed to CDWs with a com-

parable periodicity has been recognized as the bulk proper-

ties of cobalt or indium/cobalt doped Bi2Se3.12–14 However,

it should be noted that CDW should be observed by STM

below and above the Fermi level with opposite contrast in

the STM topographic images, while we do not see the stripes

above the Fermi level.

In analogy to the phenomena observed in this work,

oscillating behavior induced by charged defects has been

noticed on the (110) surface of n-doped III-V semiconduc-

tors, only at occupied states.43 We suggest that the Fe or Cs

impurity (or defect) plays a similar role as the charged

defects. The appearance of the stripe patterns is interpreted

as being an electronic structure induced by impurities buried

in the bulk of Bi2Se3. Embedded impurity atoms induce a

local variation of the band bending at the surface, which in

turn involves a depletion or accumulation of electrons in the

valence band close to the surface depending on whether the

tip probes unoccupied or occupied states, respectively.44

Owing to the large screening length in semiconductors the

local change of the LDOS as a result of the electron density

variation is imaged by the STM, even if the impurity atoms

reside several nanometers below the surface.44 Accordingly,

the stripe patterns are observed only by probing valence

band states but disappear when the STM probes the TSS,

which is primarily located within the top QL. Moreover, we

argue that albeit the stripes are observed at the surface,

regarding the energy range in which they are observed and

considering that TSS remains intact (except the shift of the

Dirac point), they are most likely not related to the surface

state but rather are the bulk state properties.

In parallel with this observation, the LEED pattern in

Figure 1(G) does not show any trace of surface reconstruc-

tion since LEED probes the top few atomic layers of the first

QL at most. In consequence, these results suggest that the

stripe patterns resemble the periodic electronic lattice of the

bulk Bi2Se3 crystal, doped by iron and cesium. To better

understanding of the origin of the stripes, further investiga-

tion can be done by determining the precise atomic position

of Fe and Cs atoms and calculating the band structure of

FIG. 3. Electronic band structure of Fe

and Cs-doped Bi2Se3 after sputtering

and annealing measured by ARPES at

a temperature of 120 K. (A) and (C)

Fe-doped and (B) and (D) Cs-doped.

The FS maps are shown in (A) and

(B). (C) and (D) are the band disper-

sions along the �K � �C and �C � �M
directions.
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Bi2Se3. The study of the temperature dependence of the

stripe phase may also give additional insight in this context.

We point out that at 25 K, i.e., the temperature at which the

STS data were recorded, we did not realize the electronic

superstructure.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the measurements presented in our study

provide the first identification of coexisting TSS and elec-

tronic stripe ordering on the surface of TIs. We suggest that

the stripe phase is a bulk state property. The periodic poten-

tial landscape whose periodicity is variable by choosing an

appropriate dopant can open up great potentials for manipu-

lating the electronic and thermoelectric properties of TIs. It

is reasonable to anticipate that, similar to Fe and Cs atoms, a

wide variety of other transition or alkali metals will enable

specific tailoring of the electronic properties of TI’s at RT.

The electronic stripe ordering might be an avenue towards

the future high temperature superconductivity in doped TI-

based materials.1–3
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